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BOUHE yointed out that the first thing he did was to 
buy some groceries, sam Br e baby clothes, and also a baby crib. 
BOUHE advised that subsequently he cortacted two ladies in Dallas 
who were "his Russian friends" ard they ecbta — some clothes 

ted at the same time he au Lch for MARINA, He state 

He stated regarding MARINA OSWALD that he considers her 
to be a producti. of the Saviet mashins and that all initiative has 
been removed. He stated 2s an example. he alorg with two of the 
ladies tannes . AR i : Bhings suck ihe e 

ere a $reg aa of K | ) 3 isp 

He roe, eames that he exerted considerable effort to 
‘teach MARINA OSWALD the English language and prepared simple tests 
such as teaching her to write and read that my husband goes to 
work. He stated a bee she had taken twe or three lessons he | 
sent her a fourth lesson which ske never returned and never con- 

tinued her effort to mice the English lang suage, | 

BOUHE stated that in éarly September, 1962, OSWALD went 
to Dallas and attemps ed to obtain employ mene. He pointed out 

7ALD s ditt rn os mezillas for about a week 
a LAL SEs FL ceed have 30UHE stated he 

sent OSALD as the Texas Employment Commission and after a few 
tries OSWALD cbdt33 ined empl OyYMELS Wit Taggars=Chiles-Stoval, Inc., 
as an 65 irc beac pri 18 ; fier 

w
 

ected 

OSWALD said BOUHE stated that after about three weeks, 
something to the effect that dcn*t worry... BOUXE, we've got 
everything under controi ard we will do all right, . 

BOUHS stated that frem around the first of October, he 

did not see OSWALD again until Dscember 27 or 28, 1962. He said 
OSVALD was at a party on one of these dates at which BOUHE was 
in attendance and they have had no contact or communication since 
that time. 
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BOUHE statei during the time that he was in contact 
with the OSWALDs, the following events occurred: . 

BOUHE stated during the first two or three weeks that 
ne sav the OSWALDs, he noticed on differcntmoceasionsmthatelARINA 
catedetossomnesog Ved : Ys ex husband 
beatingevememmBOUHE stated that he Overheard women talking and MARINA indicated that OSWALD had hit her for smoking.  . | pes 

He stated he recalled on one occasion that one of the ladies received a telephone call from MARINA OSWALD, while the | 
OSWALDs were in Scuth Oak Cliff, and MARINA was at a service “station and advised she had been beaten by LEE OSWALD and had no... place to go, BOUHE stated that the friend picked up MARINA and She stayed with this friend for three or four days. E> stated 
that thereafter they arranged for MARINA OSWALD to stay five 
days or a week at a house of ore of the friends and then move to 
a second house for a second week, and this was to be continued 
until HARINA ccouldmke sone arrangements or obtain enployment,. 

BOUNE stated this lasted only two weeks because the 
re ise where she was staying 

: 3 2er to return with him to 

third week 

South Oak Cliff in Dallas, 

‘a we 

his, ) sleep until 
would not try to cooperate and help herself, 

CiiZ F es 

midday and 

fe stated that this was the last he heard of MARINA 
OSWALD until June, 1983, when LYDIA DINYTRUK stated that she . 
had seen MARINA OSWALD and MARINA was living somewhere in Irving, 
Texas. He pointed out DIMYTRUK was employed by Whites Grocery .. Store in Irving, but resides at 35424 Kent Street in Fort Worth. 

_ EOQUHE pointed out that during the time OSWALD resided 
on liercedes Street in Fort Worth, he (BOUHE) visited OSYALD’s 
home he would say four times. EOUHE stated that he observed 
books written by KARL HARK ans ENGLE, and OSWALD would point to 
these books and stated that “this is the book". BOUHE stated ~ 
that he asked OS'JALD why he did not return to Russia if. he thought 

-SO much of these books and Russia, and OSWALD would not give hin 
a direct answer, 
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BOUHE stated that OSWALD said he had gone to Russia 

ic about their system of government and ti 
opposed the bloody capitalisn, 

BOUHE said in his opinion OS ST ATLD pats to "shine" and 

also felt when he talked he was giving out " arls of wisdom", 

POUME stated that OSWALD made statements ae en sia would be the 

leader in the world and that Rus ssian courts were courts of justice 

while the courts in the = States were a shambles. 

EOUHE stated that ra his opinion when SWALD ary cived in 

Bussia OSWALD felt he would be an individual sought in Rus sia and 

+hat the Russians had seen through OSWALD and placed him in a menial 

job. He stated that in other words he felt that OSWALD went to 

Russia feeling that they would use him as a speaker and for 

propaganda, . 

BOUHE continued that OSVALD ke t x naking statements that 

the capitolist system exploited the people, but OSWALD never gave . 

a solid answer to ROUHE as to why OSWALD returned to the United 

States, 

easel stated he recalled that there was one instance 

where OSYALD mentioned he returned to the United States because. 

MARINA desirec en come to the United States. 

ROUME advised that he had never observed LUE OSHALD 

with any type of weapon or gun. . 

He ssiyaibea that the only recollection he has of OSWALD 

nentioning his service in the U. 5. Havine Corps was on one - , 

occasion OSTVALD made application for employment at Sangers Depart= 

ment Store in Dallas, Texas, and ROUHS helped OSWALD fill out the 

application. He stated the application had a space for military 

service and POUNE asked OSWALD what about his discharge from the 

Parines. OSWALD said “put down honorable", and that is what BOUNS 

put on the application. 

ROUHZ advised that the only time OSTALD mentioned any- 

thing about any contact with any Government official was when he said 

the fmerican Embassy in Russia had given hin (OSWALD) money to 

return to the United States. He stated CSVWALD had indicated he st i” 

wed for money he obtained from the Embassy. 
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BOUHE stated that he never heard OSWALD mention any 
other Government efzicial or agency. 

He stated that his primary reason for maintaining cone 
tact with OSWALD was the interest he had in helping MARINA 
OSWALD. He stated that in his opinion all of the people that. 
were associated with the OSWALDs during the summer and fall of 
_1962 were more interested in helping MARINA OSWALD. 

BOUHE stated that he felt strongly that OSWALD was a 

rebel, a misfit, no good for society, and very arrogant. 

BOUHE stated that OSWALD oon to be against everything 
and for nothing, 

He stated that. the ae i! were associated with the 
ipa and in particular, MARINA OSWALD: 

Mx. and Mrs. GEALANT FORD, Brookcrest, 
‘Dallas, Texas; 

Mr. and Mrs. TEOFIL MELLER, 59304 LaVista Drive, 
Dallas, Texas; — 

Mrs. JOHN LEE) HALL, i Lake Drive, 
Fort Worth ,. Texas. _" 


